Creating a Test from Priorities
Question: Is there any way that we can make a test/review sheet using just
priorities?

Answer: Yes. Tests are based on assignments, so I will show you:
Part I: How to create an assignment from priorities
Part II: How to use that assignment to create a test
Part III: How to create practice tests as printable pdfs

Part I: Creating an assignment from Priorities
1. Select A tab near top left of screen

2. Open Your Classes (bottom right of screen)

3. Open Active, then open a class.

4. Click on Priorities

5. Now the top right shows all the problems you have ever used as priorities
for that class. Current priorities have a check mark. Order by check
mark by clicking on the Priority column header.

6. Create an assignment to put the problems into. You will need to create a
folder (left side), select that folder, then click the icon for creating an
assignment.

7. Now you have an empty assignment (middle of screen). To populate it
with problems from priorities, select a row from the top right of the
screen, then hit the left arrow.

Now you should have one problem in the assignment:

8. Continue adding problems from the far right to the middle. If you want a
single type of problem to appear on the test more than once, add it
several times.
9. Press Save.

Part II: Using an assignment to create a test
1. Select A tab near top left of screen

2. Navigate the folders on the left side until you find and select the
assignment.

3. Select the class that should use this assignment as a test (pull-down box
in middle of screen).

4. Click Use as Test (middle of screen).

The test will quietly come into existence – you will not see anything happen
here. However, now students will be able to request the test (when the
teacher is logged in). Note that managing tests occurs on a separate
screen: choose the Classes tab in the top left, open a class folder on the left
side, and select Tests.

Part III: Creating a paper practice test

1. Select the assignment that you used to make the test (steps one and two
from Part II, above).
2. Click the print icon (middle of screen).

3. Respond to several prompts, concluding with a dialog for saving the pdf
file that will contain your practice test.
•

Note that one of the prompts enables you to print multiple versions of
a practice tests as one file.

4. If you have a pdf viewer on your computer (most computers do) the file
will automatically open in that viewer.
5. Use your pdf viewer to print the file.
•

Note that the answer key(s) will be included as part of the file. If you
do not want to distribute the answers, be sure to only print pages that
contain questions.

**END**

